Approx 300 - 400 mm

Approx 1200 standard
Adjustable by cutting tube

100

Tap height recommended
Between 700 - 900mm

Wall Bracket to
be fitted between
1500 - 2000mm
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Bribie Wall Shower Installation Instructions
1.

Turn off mains water supply.

2.

Turn on garden tap to drain excess water and remove garden tap off outlet (if applicable)

3.

Clean thread on outlet of old thread tape etc.

4.
Slide cover plate over thread protruding from wall, wind thread tape over thread clockwise
approximately 6-10 turns. Screw on new Pool Shower Tap until tight and ¾” thread is in the upright position.

5.

Slide on standoff clip up from the bottom of the shower pipe (Straight end)

6.

Slide on service nut and nylon olive to bottom of the shower pipe.

7.
Fit shower pipe onto shower tap and secure loosely with service nut. If shower rose is too high then
remove from tap and cut shower tubing to length using a hack saw. (Shower rose face should be approximately
2 metres – 7’ from ground level.)
8.
Position shower pipe in place checking pipe is vertical with a level, position standoff clip about ¾ up the
pipe just below bend. Mark holes on wall for screws using the standoff clip as a template. Drill holes using a
6mm masonry drill and tap in red plugs into wall, reposition shower tube and then screw in stainless screws
through standoff clip.
9.
Tighten service nut & nylon olive at bottom of shower pipe. Turn on mains supply and flush pipes
checking for any leaks. Attach shower rose to bent end of shower pipe.
10.
Clean your new stainless steel shower with the enclosed Hillmark Steelkleen wipe. The wipes are
designed to remove finger prints, water marks and prevent brown staining. Should brown staining occur use a
wet (Scotch Brite) green pot scourer with dishwashing detergent and rub up & down the shower. To keep your
shower looking good wipe over your shower regularly with Steelkleen Stainless Steel spray (purchased through
most supermarkets). We use 316 Stainless Steel which doesn’t rust.
Thank you for purchasing a Rainware Pool Shower, your shower is now ready to use.

Warning: If the shower is in direct sunlight this could cause the water held in the shower or garden
hose connecting the shower to heat up and cause scalding. Please ensure before using the shower to
let water run for a few moments to washout any overheated water.
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